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Electroreduction of Carbon Dioxide
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Introduction

The Paris agreement[1] established a roadmap to reduce the at-
mospheric concentration of CO2 below 350 ppm within this
century, including the important milestone of achieving a
carbon-neutral economy by 2050. The electrocatalytic CO2 re-
duction reaction (eCO2RR) has the potential to abate anthropo-
genic emissions significantly within this pressing deadline,
given its natural coupling with renewable energy sources and
mild operating conditions. However, this vision faces the key
challenge of developing selective, active, and stable electroca-
talysts in aqueous media.[2] The emergence of synergistic ef-
fects in multicomponent systems provides unique opportuni-
ties to overcome the scaling relation[3, 4] between the binding
energies of intermediates inherently limiting the performance
of transition metals typically used for this reaction.[5, 6] However,
a limited understanding of interfacial effects frequently accom-
panied by deep compositional and/or structural changes
under reaction conditions[7–11] precludes the derivation of accu-
rate structure–performance relationships that can guide the
optimization toward breakthrough advances.

We recently demonstrated that the controlled variation of
the geometry and composition achieved by microfabrication
tools can be used to derive correlations with catalytic per-
formance, monitor dynamic processes, and gain insights into
the nature of the active phase in multicomponent electrocata-
lysts.[12] In particular, for the highly selective Cu–In system[7, 13] a

direct relationship between the amount of a Cu–In bimetallic
phase with low indium content and the CO partial current den-
sity was disclosed when Cu2O acted as the copper source, irre-
spective of the initial indium phase (In or In2O3). Moreover, its
formation could be associated with a solid-state reaction de-
veloped under eCO2RR conditions manifested in diffusion of
indium through the copper matrix. The reason for the crucial
role of the oxidic copper phase remains unclear but may be as-
sociated with any of the diverse features linked to Cu2O re-
duced under eCO2RR conditions (also called oxide-derived Cu,
OD-Cu), such as a rougher surface,[14] larger density of grain
boundaries[15, 16] and the possible presence of residual
oxygen[17, 18] under operation conditions, which may also lead
to characteristic electronic properties favoring the eCO2RR.[19]

These results explain the marked reconstruction under reaction
conditions observed in In2O3 supported on Cu2O (In2O3/Cu2O)[8]

but also stress the difficulty in achieving, through rational opti-
mization, a configuration with high performance over pro-
longed operation. Because this is one of the most prominent
standing challenges toward practicality in the eCO2RR,[5, 20]

these results pose the question of whether a highly active and
stable phase can be achieved by modifying the copper source.

To investigate this, we explored copper nitride (Cu3N), a
copper phase with a slightly more covalent character than
Cu2O,[21] which has been reported to display synergetic interac-
tions with Cu in a core–shell (Cu3N–Cu) configuration, favoring
the selectivity toward C2 + products in the eCO2RR as the result
of Cu+–Cu0 interactions.[22] Catalytic tests over In2O3/Cu3N
yielded improved activity and selectivity toward CO and an ex-
cellent structural and catalytic stability for at least 50 h. This
behavior was rationalized over microfabricated electrodes, the
analysis of which unambiguously associated eCO2RR activity
and interface but did not observe diffusion of indium in the
case of In2O3/Cu3N, giving rise to stable interfaces. In stark con-

The lack of efficient catalysts prevents the electrocatalytic re-
duction of carbon dioxide from contributing to the pressing
target of a carbon-neutral economy. Indium-modified copper
nitride was identified as a stable electrocatalyst selective
toward CO. In2O3/Cu3N showed a Faradaic efficiency of 80 % at
0.5 V overpotential for at least 50 h, in stark contrast to the
very limited stability of the benchmark In2O3/Cu2O. Microfabri-
cated systems allowed to correlate activity with highly stable

interfaces in indium-modified copper nitride. In contrast, fast
diffusion of indium resulted in rapidly evolving interfaces in
the case of the system based on oxide-derived Cu. A metasta-
ble nitrogen species observed by spectroscopic means was
proposed as the underlying cause leading to the unchanging
interfaces. This work reveals the stabilizing properties of ni-
tride-derived copper toward high-performance multicompo-
nent catalysts.
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trast, typical diffusion lengths of a few micrometers were
found over the system based on OD-Cu. Spectroscopic analy-
ses disclosed temporary persistent nitrogen species upon re-
duction, which may be associated to the stable behavior. This
work thus unveils indium-modified copper nitride as a novel,
selective, and robust catalyst and underlines the potential of
reduced copper nitride (nitride-derived Cu, ND-Cu) to develop
synergistic effects in the eCO2RR.

Results and Discussion

High stability and selectivity of indium-modified copper ni-
tride

We aimed to enhance the modest structural stability of the
In2O3/Cu2O system[7] by replacing copper oxide by copper ni-
tride without negatively affecting its high selectivity. We took
as reference the catalyst In2O3/Cu2O in powder form with
7.2 wt % indium reported by us previously with approximately
65 % Faradaic efficiency (FE) toward CO at �0.6 V vs. reversible
hydrogen electrode (RHE).[23] We prepared series of In2O3/Cu2O
and In2O3/Cu3N materials with nominal loadings of 0.5, 1.5, and
4 wt % In by calcination of In(OH)3 supported on Cu2O or Cu3N
(see the Experimental Section). XRD patterns (Figure 1 a) con-
firmed the successful formation of the nitride phase, although
no reflection associated to indium phases could be identified
owing to the low loading (Table S1 in the Supporting Informa-
tion) and high dispersion observable in the scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (STEM) coupled to energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) elemental maps (Figure 1 b). Reflec-
tions associated to In2O3 were nonetheless visible in oxide-
based counterparts (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information),
likely owing to the slightly larger average particle size (Fig-
ure 1 b). In all cases the catalysts presented a similar surface
structure composed of sub-micrometric features (Figure S2 in
the Supporting Information).

The powders were deposited on the microporous layer of a
technical carbon gas-diffusion layer (GDL) electrode prior to
electrolysis by airbrushing. We first evaluated the catalytic
properties of the copper oxide and copper nitride supports,
which yielded very modest eCO2RR activity (Figure 2 a). A re-
markably high FE toward CO of approximately 80 % as the only
carbon product was achieved over In2O3/Cu3N with 1.7 wt %
indium. This surpassed the best-performing oxide-based
system, which also promoted formation of formate, likely re-
flecting the catalytic nature of the oxide support and/or sur-
face enrichment of indium,[24] as strongly suggested by the
characteristic redox peaks of the In/In2O3 pair[24] (��0.45 V and
�0.05 V in Figure 2 b). In turn, this result suggests metallic
indium as the predominant indium phase under the operation
potential (�0.6 V). Strikingly, both materials largely diverged in
terms of catalytic stability (Figure 2 c and Figure S3 in the Sup-
porting Information). An extended catalytic test over 50 h
showed stable activity and selectivity over In2O3/Cu3N, retain-
ing approximately 90 % of the initial FE by the end of the ex-
periment. In contrast, the benchmark In2O3/Cu2O exhibited
lower currents and an early deactivation pattern. We remark

that long-term stability studies for CO production have been
primarily focused on silver-based systems so far, in view of the
marked instability and/or poor scalability of the rest of high-
performing materials.[20] After these observations, we conclud-
ed that the copper nitride phase is able to provide the Cu–In
system with a remarkable conjunction of high stability and se-
lectivity.

XRD patterns after reaction did not reveal fundamental dif-
ferences between the oxide- and nitride-based systems, dis-

Figure 1. a) XRD patterns of fresh and used In2O3/Cu3N (1.7 wt % In). The pat-
terns of Cu3N over which indium oxide was deposited and that of the under-
lying carbon-based GDL for the case of the used catalyst are provided for
reference. The asterisks indicate reflections associated with Cu3N. The posi-
tions of the main reflections for other relevant phases are indicated. b) Ele-
mental mapping obtained by STEM-EDXS showing the distribution of
indium over the copper phases prior to and post-reaction. Separated maps
for Cu and In in the case of In2O3/Cu3N are presented in Figure S4 in the
Supporting Information to facilitate the visualization of the In distribution.
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playing the bulk reduction of Cu3N to metallic Cu (ND-Cu)
under reaction conditions, in analogy to the OD-Cu arising
from Cu2O (Figure 1 a and Figure S1 in the Supporting Informa-
tion). The presence of reflections assigned to In2O3 in the used
In2O3/Cu2O (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information) must be
associated with the rapid oxidation that metallic indium under-
goes when exposed to the atmosphere. The formation of inter-
metallic compounds after reaction could not be directly as-
sessed by XRD owing to the small concentration of In, al-
though small unassigned reflections between 35 and 408 2q in
In2O3/Cu2O might be tentatively assigned to either CuIn (JCPDS
35-1150) or Cu2In (JCPDS 42–1475). In regard to the distribu-
tion of indium over the used In2O3/Cu3N, Figure 1 b and Fig-
ure S4 in the Supporting Information show how the high initial
dispersion of indium was retained after reaction, whereas over
In2O3/Cu2O the redistribution of indium during operation
caused homogeneous coating over extensive areas of the OD-
Cu support, in line with the redox response (Figure 2 b). The
positive influence of the nitride copper source in the stability
of the system called for further investigations, which we initiat-
ed by assessing the unmodified oxide and nitride phases
under reaction conditions.

Evolution of the unmodified copper nitride

The reduction of Cu2O under eCO2RR conditions to OD-Cu has
been widely reported as a prerequisite for its outstanding cata-
lytic properties.[16, 26, 27] OD-Cu displays a rougher surface favor-
ing high local pH values[14] and abundance of grain bounda-
ries[28] and atomic defects[27, 29] which may be related to the fa-

vored diffusion of indium we observed in our previous work.[12]

In view of this and the foreseeable similarities between the ni-
tride and oxide phases, prior to analyzing interfacial effects we
turned to analyze the evolution of copper nitride under opera-
tion conditions and compare it on the light of the oxide.

We studied sputtered films allowing fine control over the
thickness and composition of metallic copper, copper oxide,
and copper nitride. The surface of the as-deposited films of
metallic and oxidic copper exhibited a similar aspect under
SEM analysis comprising 30–50 nm particles (Figure 3 a), the ex-
pected composition of which was confirmed by their XRD pat-
terns (Figure S5 in the Supporting Information). In contrast,
partially overlapping pyramidal particles formed the surface of
the nitride film, clarifying its larger electrochemical double-
layer capacitance (Figure S6 in the Supporting Information).
Upon exposure to eCO2RR conditions, XRD patterns indicated
the exclusive presence of metallic Cu in all cases (Figure S5 in
the Supporting Information), whereas micrographs displayed
almost no effect of the eCO2RR on the morphology of the met-
allic Cu, in contrast with the more open structure observed on
the OD-Cu and ND-Cu (Figure 3 a). Further insights followed
from inspection of the current density evolution (Figure 3 b).
Metallic copper yielded a monotonically decreasing current
throughout the experiment, whereas Cu2O and Cu3N showed a
clear reduction peak at 10–20 s followed by gradual equilibra-
tion. Interestingly, the evolution of interparticle space obtained
from analysis of SEM images at different times could link these
observations (Figure 3 c). The structure of the nitride and oxide
layers opens upon the reduction peak and continues until the
process stabilizes after approximately 300 s, thus providing the

Figure 2. Catalytic evaluation and electrochemical characterization of materials in powder form. a) Product distribution over Cu2O and Cu3N unmodified and
modified with indium oxide for different indium loadings; b) redox response after catalytic tests showing the characteristic In/In2O3 redox peaks more promi-
nently in the case of In2O3/Cu2O; c) evolution of the current density and percentage of the initial FE toward CO retained for In2O3/Cu2O (2.6 wt % In) and
In2O3/Cu3N (1.7 wt % In) in an extended test. Operation conditions: chronoamperometry at �0.6 V vs. RHE in 0.1 m KHCO3 saturated with CO2 (pH 6.7).
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temporal frame during which the reconstruction takes place.
After 10 s, the fraction of interparticle space on ND-Cu and OC-
Cu partially converged.

In this respect, photoelectron emission around the N 1s pro-
vided further support to understand the reduction process of
Cu3N (Figure 3 d). The sharp peak at approximately 397.7 eV in
the fresh material corresponds to the BE of nitrogen in Cu3N[30]

and decreases gradually over the course of the experiment
until it becomes undetectable after 600 s, supporting the com-
plete reduction to metallic Cu on the surface. Nonetheless, the
fingerprint of a different nitrogen species at approximately
400 eV emerges after 10 s and seems to endure to a very limit-
ed extent until the end of the experiment. A similar state has
been observed during the thermal decomposition of Cu3N into
Cu and N2 and tentatively assigned to Cu4N, the formation of
which would be facilitated by the relatively easy diffusion of ni-
trogen in the copper lattice.[30, 31] We mention the difficulty to
assess ex situ the complete reduction of Cu2O owing to the
rapid reoxidation of OD-Cu upon exposure to the atmos-
phere.[32]

In summary, we found parallels between the evolution of
copper oxide and nitride under eCO2RR conditions toward OD-
Cu and ND-Cu, respectively, although the presence of a small
amount of persistent nitrogen with a different chemical nature
formed during the reduction was revealed. This picture made
it reasonable to expect comparable synergistic mechanisms
between the nitride or the oxide substrates and the indium
oxide.

Interfacial activity and stability in indium-modified copper
nitride

As the next step, we aimed to understand the nature and the
formation mechanism of the active phase in this new material.
In view of the complexity of the Cu–In system, which makes it
poorly accessible to detailed theoretical and/or in situ stud-
ies,[33] we approached this task by applying microfabrication
tools.[12] Microfabricated catalysts display a drastic reduction of
the uncertainty in terms of composition and structure com-
pared to powder forms. Moreover, the high throughput at
which they can be prepared and their easier integration with
characterization techniques make them a promising model
platform for the understanding of multicomponent catalysts.

Herein we apply this approach (Figure 4) to impose micro-
structure to the systems under study targeting electrodes with
well-defined interfacial density (see the Experimental Section).
Microfabrication allowed the production of several sets of elec-
trodes in a reduced timeframe with highly controlled composi-
tion and geometry consisting of periodic regular hexagonal
arrays of circular islands (�100 nm height, comprising the
indium oxide) deposited on a homogeneous thin film
(�200 nm height, the copper-based component). The main
geometrical design variable was the interfacial density 1int as
the total length of the perimeter of the islands per unit area of
the electrode, which can be controlled by patterning a layer of
photoresist through UV photolithography. With this geometry,
the surface of the electrodes exposes three different possible

Figure 3. Evolution of unmodified copper phase films under eCO2RR conditions. a) Micrographs of the as-deposited substrates and after exposure to reaction
conditions for 600 s; b) evolution of the current normalized by double-layer capacitance (see Figure S6 in the Supporting Information); c) evolution of the in-
terparticle space quantified as the percentage of black areas in the micrographs (the bands indicate the standard deviation of 10 spots) ; d) evolution of the
N 1s signal obtained by XPS analysis of the copper nitride film at different reaction times.
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active sites : the copper phase substrate, the indium oxide is-
lands, and the interfacial ones, located at the perimeters. To
differentiate interfacial contributions within the total measured
activity, we designed electrodes spanning 1int over several
orders of magnitude (178–4440 cm cm�2) while keeping the
same indium coverage of the copper substrate (�25 %, see
the Supporting Information and Figure S7 therein). Low interfa-
cial densities correspond to large islands and vice versa. In this
manner, sets of electrodes (Atotal = 2.25 cm2) with three different
compositions (denoted as island/surface) were prepared:
(1) In2O3/Cu, (2) In2O3/Cu2O, and (3) In2O3/Cu3N. A more de-
tailed information on the microfabrication process is available
elsewhere[12] and in the Supporting Information.

The large geometrical active area of the structured electro-
des allowed their direct electrochemical testing and the quan-
tification of the gas-phase products with a standard electro-
chemical cell for eCO2RR studies. The catalytic activity of In2O3/
Cu electrodes (Figure 5) displayed low values comparable to
the pure phases (see Figure S8 in the Supporting Information)
irrespective of the interfacial density. Nonetheless, a different
picture emerged from the In2O3/Cu2O electrodes. The synergis-
tic interaction at the interface between In2O3 and Cu2O was
clearly manifested by the larger activity and its positive correla-
tion with the interfacial density,[12] which ceased at larger 1int,
resulting in very low activity over electrodes with small islands
(Figure 5). In stark contrast, the partial current density toward
CO showed a consistent positive correlation with the interfacial
density over In2O3/Cu3N. These results confirmed the role of in-
terfacial sites in the eCO2RR activity in In2O3/Cu3N and revealed
the sensitivity of In2O3/Cu2O to the spatial distribution of the
phases. On a methodological note, we highlight the impor-
tance of homogenous current density, achieved by adding a
thin Cu layer (10 nm) under the semiconducting Cu3N and

Cu2O films (see Figure S9 in the Supporting Information and
the Experimental Section).

In our previous study, we observed an appreciable diffusion
of indium over In2O3/Cu2O after 5 min under reaction condi-
tions, giving rise to the Cu–In active phase.[12] In this study, we
varied reaction times aiming to monitor its formation and facil-

Figure 4. Microfabrication as an advanced tool to study interfacial effects in Cu–In systems. Indium oxide was patterned by microfabrication tools as a regular
array of circular islands on different copper-based substrates with the aim of controlling 1int and keeping constant the coverage of the copper phase S (blue
line). Prepared electrodes were tested under reaction conditions in a standard electrochemical setup. The controlled geometry allowed identification of per-
formance descriptors and facilitated insight into the formation of the active phase (yellow line).

Figure 5. Electrocatalytic activity toward CO of microstructured multicompo-
nent electrodes with different 1int controlled by preparing regular arrays of
islands with different diameter and pitch. SEM images in which interfacial
sites are highlighted in red are added for clarity. Operating conditions:
�0.6 V vs. RHE in 0.1 m KHCO3 saturated with CO2 (pH 6.7) for 600 s.
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itate the comparison with In2O3/Cu3N. With this idea in mind,
we carefully mapped the indium distribution by SEM-EDXS
over the three fresh compositions and after reaction times of
300 and 600 s (Figure 6) for electrodes populated with 5 mm is-
lands, on which catalytic performances differed more notice-
ably (Figure 5). The In2O3/Cu system showed no visible evolu-
tion of the interface, retaining the deposited indium within the
perimeter of the islands at all reaction times. In the case of
In2O3/Cu2O, the diffusion of indium was clearly observable after
300 s, forming indium-containing halos around the individual
islands associated with eCO2RR activity.[12] However, after 600 s
the halos merged, as reflected by the rather homogeneous
and relatively rich distribution of indium among the islands.
These observations at different times explained the direct rela-
tion between activity and interfacial density over electrodes
with a larger pitch among islands. As the diffusion length of
indium becomes closer to the pitch over electrodes with small-
er islands at earlier times, the more active Cu–In phase (reason-
ably associated to the perimeter of the halos) might disappear
upon merging of the halos, and the activity starts to resemble
that of pure indium oxide (Figure S8 in the Supporting Infor-
mation).

Notably, there was no evidence of this complex evolution
process in the case of In2O3/Cu3N. The diffusion of indium was
not observable in this case, suggesting its restriction to the
nanometre scale in case it exists. This result is in line with the
retained dispersion after reaction observed over the powder

form in Figure 1 b and the consistent activity–interfacial density
trend found in Figure 5 because overlapping of indium-rich
areas does not occur. In addition, SEM images ruled out deteri-
oration of the electrode surface as the reason behind differen-
ces in performance (Figure 6).

At this point, evidence collected over the nature of the
active sites in microfabricated electrodes and the catalytic re-
sults obtained over the powder counterparts (Figure 2) could
be directly correlated. As the next step, we aimed to gain fur-
ther insights into the reason behind the interfacial stability on
the In2O3/Cu3N material.

Metastable nitrogen species during the reduction of indium-
modified copper nitride

We notice that even though the debate elucidating if OD-Cu
contains remaining oxygen under operation conditions is still
open, there is a consensus that it would be limited to trace
levels and that the reduction process occurs rapidly.[14, 17] In this
context, the suggested presence of nitrogen species with a dif-
ferent chemical environment even after exposure to reaction
conditions for 600 s in Cu3N (Figure 3 d) advised some differen-
ces between the two copper phases. To investigate this, we
tracked the N 1s signal over the microfabricated In2O3/Cu3N
after different reaction times (Figure 7 a). Similar to the case of
Cu3N, the peak at 397.7 eV disappeared after 600 s, confirming
the complete transformation of the surface. However, the bind-

Figure 6. Evolution of the elemental distribution of indium obtained by SEM-EDXS at different reaction times in microfabricated electrodes. The correspond-
ing SEM images after 600 s are added to confirm the structural stability of the islands in all cases.
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ing energy at approximately 400 eV we associated to a meta-
stable state was clearly detectable. Notably, post-reaction anal-
ysis after a more prolonged test for 3000 s (50 min) showed a
gradual decrease of this signal, suggesting that the depletion
of nitrogen in the indium-modified copper nitride is markedly
delayed compared with the pure phase.

The existence of an appreciable amount of nitrogen in the
copper matrix during the reduction and reconstruction process
can then be hypothesized to hamper the fast diffusion of
indium observed during the reduction and reconstruction pro-
cess over OD-Cu,[12] restricting the copper–indium interaction
to the close vicinity of the islands. After stabilization of the sur-
face and complete elimination of metastable nitrogen at suffi-
ciently long reaction times, the diffusion of indium on metallic
copper is expected to proceed at a very low rate at RT, accord-
ing to our results over In2O3/Cu (Figure 6) and available re-
ports.[34, 35] However, the participation of electronic effects asso-
ciated to Cu–In–N interactions cannot be discarded at this
point. Similar analyses (Figure 7 b) over the powder form in
In2O3/Cu3N with 1.7 wt % In evidenced the complete depletion
of nitrogen in the electrode after exposure to eCO2RR condi-
tions for 90 min. In conjunction with the stable performance

for 50 h exhibited in Figure 2 c, this observation reveals that
the presence of metastable nitrogen is not required for a
stable extended operation, in line with the initial stabilizing
effect of nitrogen proposed for the microfabricated system.
However, we notice that the high stability displayed by the
powder form can be also modulated by unaccounted phenom-
ena not easily detectable over the microfabricated counter-
parts, which calls for further investigations on this matter.

In summary, the set of presented results indicates that In2O3/
Cu3N develops highly stable, active, and selective interfaces al-
lowing for a stable operation, in contrast to the rapidly evolv-
ing oxide counterpart driven by the fast diffusion of indium
(Figure 8). Even though the nitride phase is rapidly reduced
and undergoes fast surface reconstruction, a considerable
amount of nitrogen remains temporarily trapped in the lattice
of the ND-Cu, likely stabilizing the copper–indium interface.

Conclusions

In2O3/Cu3N emerged as a selective and highly stable electroca-
talyst in the reduction of CO2 to CO (eCO2RR), outperforming
the less stable oxide-based benchmark. The use of copper ni-
tride eliminated the uncontrolled structural and compositional
changes associated with the latter. The regular composition
and structure of microstructured electrodes facilitated estab-
lishing a direct relation between the Cu–In interface in In2O3/
Cu3N and eCO2RR activity, which was not accompanied by de-
tectable indium diffusion into the copper matrix, as was the
case of the oxide-based material. Spectroscopic evidence re-
vealed the presence of metastable nitrogen under reaction
conditions, which we associated with the improved interfacial
stability. The findings reveal the potential of nitride-derived
copper to engineer multicomponent systems with high effi-
ciency for the eCO2RR. In parallel, they underline microfabrica-
tion as a tool to establish synthesis–property–function relations
in multicomponent systems for the range of electrocatalytic
applications.

Experimental Section

Cu3N was prepared through solid-state reaction between CuO and
NaNH2 under inert atmosphere at moderate temperature (Ar,

Figure 7. High-resolution XPS survey around the N 1s signal for In2O3/Cu3N
before and after reaction at different times a) for the microfabricated form
(5 mm islands). The corresponding signals for the pure nitride phase are
added as reference. b) For the powder form (1.7 wt % In). The peak at ap-
proximately 398 eV corresponds to the bulk Cu3N phase.

Figure 8. Configuration of the active phases under reaction conditions for
In2O3/Cu2O and In2O3/Cu3N.
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443 K, 60 h). Cu2O was solvothermally synthesized from
Cu(NO3)2·3 H2O (413 K, 10 h, in ethylene glycol). In2O3/Cu3N and
In2O3/Cu2O with nominal indium loadings of 0.5, 1.5, and 4 wt %
were prepared by calcination of In(OH)3/Cu3N or In(OH)3/Cu2O, ob-
tained by addition of excess NH4OH to dissolved InCl3 in the pres-
ence of Cu3N or Cu2O, respectively. Electrodes were prepared by
airbrushing catalytic inks on GDL carbon papers (catalyst loading
0.5–1 mg cm�2). Microfabricated electrodes were prepared on Si
wafers. Preparation of the substrate included physical deposition
of consecutive thin films of SiOx (500 nm), Ta (50 nm), and Cu
(10 nm). Subsequently, metallic Cu, Cu2O, or Cu3N (190 nm) was
sputtered at RT. UV lithography was used to pattern negative re-
sists with regular hexagonal arrays of circles with coincidental di-
ameter and pitch (2.5, 5, 12.5, and 50 mm) to tune the interfacial
density while keeping constant the coverage of the copper surface.
After the development of the resist, In2O3 was deposited by evapo-
ration (100 nm). The final electrodes (2.25 cm2) were obtained after
the lift-off of the remaining resist. Electrocatalytic tests were per-
formed in 0.1 m KHCO3 saturated with CO2 at �0.6 V vs. RHE. Gas-
eous products were analyzed by on-line GC. Liquid products were
analyzed by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The structural and composition-
al properties of the catalysts were studied by XRD, XPS, and STEM
coupled to EDXS. The other experimental details are presented in
the Supporting Information.
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Nitride-Derived Copper Modified with
Indium as a Selective and Highly
Stable Catalyst for the
Electroreduction of Carbon Dioxide

In-roads in CO2 reduction: In2O3/Cu3N
shows very stable operation with high
selectivity in the electrocatalytic reduc-
tion of CO2 toward CO, in contrast to
early deactivation of the benchmark

In2O3/Cu2O. Microfabricated electrodes
reveal a direct correlation between the
activity and stable interfacial sites, and
observed metastable nitrogen is associ-
ated with the structural stability.
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